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UNIT 12 OBSERVATIONAL RESEARCH 

smile, tactile play stimulation, and no behaviour directed to the infant. From their 
observations the researchers could discover the frequency and duration of particu- 
lar mother and child behaviours, and also of the combinations of different types in 
interaction They also had information about the sequences of behaviour 

However, continuous recording may be difficult where behaviour changes fre- 
quently and rapidly, as, for example, with question and answer sequences in a 
school classroom It is also difficult to record more than one variable or category 
of a variable at a time unless more than one observer is used, as in the case 
above Moreover, if the nature of behaviour is ambiguous and the coding decision 
cannot be made until some time after the behaviour has begun, continuous 
recording will not be possible 

A second possibility is time (or point) sampling. As I noted in Section 3.2, this 
often involves the coding of behaviour which is occurring at regular times - for 
example, every 25 seconds in the ORACLE research (Galton et a l ,  1980) The 
observer can record the behaviour occurring at what is hoped is a representative 
sample of times, and can therefore estimate the proportion of time taken up by 
particular behaviours The ORACLE researchers were able to say, for example, 
what proportion of class time teachers spent asking questions, or pupils spent 
'fully involved and working on task work' (Galton et al., 1980, pp 62-3). Again, 
as we saw in the ORACLE research, the observer can also code a relatively large 
number of variables It is also possible to establish the sort of times at which 
particular behaviours occur However, this method does not usually allow 
researchers to establish the frequency of behaviours since the sample is of times 
rather than events; nor does it permit the recording of the sequence of events 
within which behaviour occurs. 

Time sampling can also involve coding the behaviour which occurred in regular 
timed periods. At a time signal the observer notes down whether particular 
behaviours occurred during the preceding period. A study of science teaching by 
Eggleston et a1 (1975) utilized such a system Observers noted whether any of 23 
different types of behaviour occurred (categories included types of teacher-pupil 
interaction and pupil use of resources) during each three-minute period. The 
advantages of this method are that a large number of behaviours or events can be 
recorded and some indication is gained of their minimum frequency The problem 
is that the method will underestimate the frequency of behaviours which are 
clustered in time, and will tell us little about the duration of behaviours 

A third method of recording involves focusing on events. Here, whenever the 
behaviour of interest occurs, its nature, and sometimes the time at which it occurs 
(and less commonly its duration), is recorded A good example of such a system is 
the Brophy and Good Dyadic Interaction System used for studying teacher-pupil 
interaction (Brophy and Good, 1970) In this complex system the observer records 
the nature of teachers' communications to pupils, students' responses to these 
communications, and teachers' responses to students' responses, every time such 
events happen So, for example, the observer would record the type of question 
asked of a pupil, then the nature of the student's response to the question, fol- 
lowed by the teacher's response to the student's answer A similar strategy was 
utilized in research by Black (1980) on police-citizen encounters (see also Reiss, 
1971) in several American cities Here the nature of each incident the police were 
requested to deal with was coded, as was the nature of police response, the 
behaviour of the police on arrival, and several other aspects of the encounter. In 
this research an overall event - police-citizen encounter - was broken down 
into a series of sub-events, the details of which were recorded 

The advantage of event recording like this is that it gives data on the frequency of 
events or behaviours, and possibly where they occur in time and in a sequence of 
behaviours However, the method does not usually give information on the dur- 
ation of behaviours and may prove difficult to operate when events of interest 
occur frequently in rapid succession. 
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ACTIVITY 10 

Thmk of an example of behavlour which IS  fa~rly easy for you to observe and on whlch ~t 
mght be lnterertlng to collect quantltatlve data. When I thought about thls I came up 
wlth the following Ideas. 

Children's play - what types of actlvlty do my young chlldren engage In and how 
long do these last? Are boys' play actlvltles dlfferent from girls'? Do boys domlnate 
collectwe play space? 

Family roles - who does what In the home? How often? How much tlme IS spent 
on dlfferent actlvrtles? 

Shopplng - do shop assistants give more tlme and help to customers of thelr own 
ethnic group or gender? 

My work - how do I break u p  my tlme? What sorts of thlngs do I do? How long 
do I spend on dlfferent actlvltles? 

Meetmgs at work - who contributes and what IS the nature of thelr contribut~ons? 
Do some contribute more than others? 

Devlse a slmple observation schedule that you can try out durlng a brief perlod of obser- 
vation. You will need to thmk about the sorts of categories Into whlch the behavlour 
could be dlvlded, and rules for allocating observed Instances of behavlour to them. Thlnk 
too about how you will select behavloun to observe and how you will record your 
observatlons When you have devlsed your schedule and trled ~t out, make a note of the 
dfficult~es you encountered. You will find my efforts at the end of thls u n t  

4.2 LESS-STRUCTURED OBSERVATION 

In contrast, the alm of less-structured observation 1s to produce detalled qualitatwe 
data on behaviour as part of a rounded description of the culture of a partlcular 
group of people The emphasls 1s on flexibility and on recordmg behaviour and 
events m thelr wholeness - that IS, taking full account of the social and cultural 
context m which they occur, and examining the perspectives and interpretations 
of partlapants As such, fieldwork data wlll Include records of conversations, dls- 
cussions and lntervlews as well as the observed behavlour of subjects The usual 
method of recording data 1s In the form of field notes These are notes taken 
either during the observation itself, when thls is posslble, or shortly afterwards, 
and they form a runnmg record of the researcher's observatlons 

It 1s obviously lmposslble to record everything that happens In a partlcular sltu- 
atlon. Selection is mevitable and necessary As I polnted out in Sectlon 3.1, what is 
written down depends on the lnltlal research questions and the stage the research 
has reached During the early stages, an lnitlal relatively w d e  focus is adopted 
and the researcher generally tries to note down a broad, general outllne of what 1s 
happening, perhaps maklng a more detalled record of medents which seem par- 
ticularly lnterestlng or revealmg At thls stage the researcher may find some 
behavlour difficult to understand, but wlll often keep a record of ~ t ,  as the data 
may be understandable and useful at a later stage. As the research progresses, and 
theoretical Ideas begin to develop, the researcher focuses more carefully and 
makes more detailed records of partlcular aspects of behaviour or sltuatlons. 

At such tlmes it 1s very Important to record as much detall as possible about what 
was sad,  both verbally and non-verbally The actual language used may provide 
key mformatlon about subjects' perspectives whlch can be followed up In inter- 
views and conversations It is also Important to record as much as posslble about 
the physical, soclal and temporal context In whlch the behavlour occurred Detall 
of such contexts may be essential for later analysis, and also for an assessment of 
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any reactivity But, of course, the more detad which is collected on particular 
behaviours the narrower the range of events whlch can be recorded As Hammers- 
ley and Atkinson (1983) note, there w an inevitable trade-off here between detall 
and scope 

Generally, the more detailed the description the more llkely it 1s to be accurate, 
and the less llkely to be subject to dlstortlon But we should always remember 
that even detailed accounts are the product of selection and Interpretation It is 
important therefore that the researcher reflects carefully on the degree to whlch 
hls or her own ideas and perspectives, and, of course, behaviour, have influenced 
the account produced Indeed, it is useful if what is often referred to as a reflexive 
account, whlch discusses these influences, runs alongside the researcher's field 
notes 

A major influence on the accuracy of field notes is when they are made Notes 
should preferably be made as soon as possible after the observation The longer 
this is left the more is forgotten and the greater is the chance of inaccuracies and 
biases creeping in Sometimes it is possible to make notes during the observation 
I dld thls In my research, for example, when I was observing lessons in the class- 
room (Foster, 1990) The teachers, on the whole, if they were prepared to allow 
me to observe their lessons, did not seem to mmd me taklng notes Sometimes, 
particularly in the early stages of the research, they were curious about what I was 
writmg and what I would do with the data, and I had to reassure them about 
confidentiality On occasions, I gave them my notes to read, partly to reassure 
them, and partly to provide a check on the valldlty of my accounts (I discuss the 
assessment of validlty in Section 5) Taklng notes m the classroom seemed to be a 
legitimate activity, perhaps because the teachers felt that In thls context they were 
more publlcly accountable or because others engage in the same activity, most 
notably inspectors and tutors of trainee teachers But the act of note taklng inevl- 
tably affected the teachers' perceptions of me My conversations wlth them 
revealed that they saw me as more threatening, more as an evaluator and less as a 
colleague because of this 

However, often soclal norms in the setting do not permit note taking For exam- 
ple, I thought it was lnapproprlate to take notes in the social area of the school 
staff room In this case I had to write up my observations m the evening, or move 
into the work area adjoining the main staff room and 'make out' that I was work- 
ing! When the research is covert, note taklng during observation a usually Imposs- 
ible In most situations note taklng is not a usual or acceptable activlty The 
exception 1s when writing 1s an integral part of the participant role, as ~t mlght be 
if one were observmg student behavlour in lectures, for example Here covert 
note taking is feaslble Interestingly, the researchers in Rosenhan's (1982) study of 
psychiatric hospitals, who posed as patients, found that they could make notes 
fairly openly on the wards Their 'continual wnting' was Interpreted by staff as 
further evidence of their insanity1 

On occasions ~t may be posslble for the researcher to play a role m whlch note 
taklng IS expected Whyte (1981), for example, during hls fieldwork, acted for 
some tlme as secretary to the Italian Community Club and therefore kept records 
of meetings Sometimes researchers can take notes covertly, wlthout the cover of a 
'wr~ting role' Hammersley (1980), for example, jotted brief notes down on his 
newspaper when observing in the staff room of the school he studled 

Where note taking durlng observation is not possible, the researcher wlll have to 
retreat to some private area of the field - an office, a tent, even the lavatory - or 
leave the field altogether for a period, to wrlte up h15 or her notes Where the field 
is officially constituted for only part of a day, as wlth schools and many other 
contemporary institutions, it may be possible to do thls when the field has 'closed 
down' - the evenings or weekends, for example At these times memories and 
hurried jottings taken In the field can be elaborated, written down, recorded and 
filed. But ~t wlll also probably be necessary to have more substantial breaks from 
the field, not only to catch up on note taking, but to organize, examine and ana- 
lyse data and to reflect on the research Itself These breaks from data collection 
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are essential to plan future data collection effectively and also to recuperate from 
the stresses and strains of fieldwork 

It is perhaps lmposslble to overstress the dangers of spending too much time in 
the field and too little time recording and analysing data As Lacey (1976) pointed 
out, there 1s a tendency to fall into the 'it's happening elsewhere' or 'it's happening 
when I'm not there' syndrome Researchers often feel that they have to be in the 
field all the time and preferably in several places in the field at once If they 
succumb to this temptation, often the result 1s forgotten, and therefore wasted, 
observatlons, and/or an overwhelming mass of unanalysed data 

Field notes vary in form, and individual researchers usually develop their own 
particular style and organizatlon Some use note books and dlvide pages into sec- 
tions for descriptive accounts and analytical or methodological reflection My own 
preference is for files from whlch I can take out pages easily for copying or reor- 
ganlzation Some researchers type out thelr notes m full, others wrlte notes in their 
own ldiosyncratlc shorthand Some make extensive use of dragrams, especially to 
record the organizatlon of physical space m the field, others prefer the narrative 
form 

Whatever the style or format, it is essential that notes contain basic mformation - 
date, time, place, etc - and any other information about the context of an event 
or behaviour which may be relevant It is also Important to distinguish clearly 
between verbatim records of speech, summaries of events, and interpretations, 
and to note any uncertainties in one's account Some space should also be given 
in field notes to an assessment of reactivity and to methodological reflection in 
general 

Once notes have been made they must be organized in such a way that infor- 
mation can be located and retrieved fairly easily This will require some sort of 
catalogumg and indexing system, perhaps using a computer system In fact, the 
organization of data into sections, categories and themes for this purpose forms 
part of the analysis of the data which proceeds alongside data collect~on 

ACTIVITY I I 111 
In th~s act~v~ty I would hke you to  try a short plece of less-structured obsewat~on Agaln, 
choose a settmg In wh~ch ~t would be relat~vely easy to  observe Th~nk br~efly beforehand 
about the sort of  th~ngs you want t o  focus on, and then spend a short per~od (say, about 
I 0  m~nutes) obsew~ng. Try to  make notes dur~ng the observat~on If you are unable to  do 

thls, then wr~te down your observatlons as soon as poss~ble afterwards. 

When you have completed your account, go over ~t carefully 

Do  any frutful hnes of enqulry or  analys~s suggest themselves? 

What do the data tell you about the perspect~ves or culture of your subjects? 

F~nally what d~ficult~es d ~ d  you encounter In collect~ng observat~onal data In th~s way? 

A t  the end of the un~ t  you w~ l l  find Martyn Hammersley's notes on an attempt at th~s 
actlvrty; wh~ch were written for a prev~ous Open Un~vers~ty research methods course 
(Hammersley 1979, pp. 170-2) 

4.3 USING TECHNOLOGY 

Paper and pencil are the basic tools of the trade, but in our increasingly 'high 
tech' world electronic recording devices are frequently used. Whether to use such 
devices - the most common being audio or vldeo recordmg - as alds to obser- 
vation is a questlon common to both main approaches to observational research 
Their advantage 1s that they provide a more compwe and accurate record of 
behaviour and can be used to supplement or check data records produced by the 
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researcher, such as field notes or tallies produced by systematic observation They 
may therefore be useful in assessing the validity of data recorded live Using audio 
or video recordings it is also possible to conduct a more careful and sometimes 
more complex analysis of data, since we can stop and replay the recording in 
order to consider the coding or categorization of the data. Audio or video record- 
ing may actually be essential in some studies where information is needed on the 
details of interaction and/or on the specific language that is used, as in conver- 
sation analysis This was the case, for example, in a study by Tizard and Hughes 
which compared young children's language development in the home and in nur- 
sery schools (Tizard and Hughes, 1984, see also 1991 for a discussion of method- 
ology). The researchers designed tunics for the girls to wear (the study observed 
girls only) which contained small, unobtrusive microphones These microphones 
recorded the actual conversations between parent and child, and teacher and 
child These data were supplemented by direct observation to record the context 
of the conversations 

On the other hand, electronic recording is not cheap and permission to record 
may not always be easy to obtain. Observation may therefore be limited to certain 
settings or sub-settings Where permission is obtained it is likely, particularly with 
video recording, that reactivity will increase This problem may reduce as subjects 
become accustomed to the presence of recording equipment, and it may be less 
significant than in the past as modern equipment is more compact and unobtrus- 
ive. Nevertheless, reactivity is a serious drawback. 

There is also the danger that the researcher may be swamped with a large amount 
of data far beyond what it is necessary or possible to analyse When electronic 
recording is possible, there is a great temptation to avoid selection decisions and 
to try to record almost everything For the purposes of data analysis it is usually 
necessary to have a written record of verbal interaction Audio and video tapes 
therefore have to be transcribed, a process which is extremely time consuming 
and sometimes difficult if the recording quality is poor 

This last point draws attention to the technical problems that can occur. Recording 
devices can fail and important data can be lost. Furthermore, it is important to 
realize that recording equipment cannot provide a complete record of behaviour 
Audio recording obviously misses non-verbal communication and video has a 
restricted visual range Neither method can adequately record complex verbal 
interaction between a large number of subjects such as that wh~ch occurs in a 
school classroom where pupils are working on a variety of assignments simul- 
taneously. Nor can they provide an adequate record of the wider social context in 
which behaviour occurs 

Aud~o and video recordings are by no means the only example of technological 
aids used in observational research. Stopwatches are often used to time the dur- 
ation of behaviour precisely Sometimes still photography has been used to pro- 
vide a record of behaviour at particular instants or, where repeated photographs 
are taken, of changing spatial patterns (see, for example, Bell, 1990) Electronic 
devices are sometimes used to record observations directly into computer data 
bases For example, in the study I mentioned earlier on mother-infant interaction 
by Vietze et a1 (19781, observers util~zed a twelve-button keyboard connected to a 
cassette recorder to record their observations The data were then transferred 
automatically to computer disc I have no doubt that more sophisticated equip- 
ment is available now. 

Another interesting example of a technological aid to observation was used by 
Bechtel (1970) to study standing and movement patterns amongst museum visi- 
tors He called the device a 'Lodemeter' It consisted of many pressure-sensitive 
pads covering the floor of a large room, and every time a person walked on a pad 
a counter increased by one. In this way, Bechtel was able to build up an accurate 
picture of which areas of the room were most used. 

Of course, technology is not only used as an aid to recordmg. Sometimes devices 
are used to ensure that observation is unobtrusive Serbin (reported in Pellegrini, 
19911, for example, used binoculars to observe children's play from a distance 
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Another, rather amusing, example was the use of a periscope by Middlemist et a1 
(1976) to help study the effects of the invasion of personal space on stress levels 
The setting was a three-urinal men's toilet and the subjects were toilet users 
whose personal space was 'invaded' by a confederate to the study Subjects' stress 
levels were measured by delays in the onset of urination and a shortening of its 
duration Urination was observed by a researcher in a nearby toilet stall with the 
assistance of the periscope' One wonders whether anything is considered private 
by some researchers' 

5 ASSESSING THE VALIDITY 
O F  OBSERVATIONS 
As with other research data, we must always be concerned about the validity and 
reliability of observations Validity refers to the extent to which observations accu- 
rately record the behaviour in which the researcher is interested One aspect of 
validity is reliability. This refers to the consistency of observations, usually whether 
two (or more) observers, or the same observer on separate occasions, studying the 
same behaviour come(s) away with the same data Of course, if observational 
techniques are unreliable they are highly likely to produce invalid data 

5.1 THREATS TO VALIDITY 

The validity of observational data can be threatened in a number of ways First, 
there is the possibility of reactivity - both personal and procedural In this case, 
actual observations of behaviour may be accurate, but subjects do not behave in 
the way they normally behave Personal reactivity occurs when subjects behave 
differently because of the personal characteristics or behaviour of the observer 
They may behave in particular ways because the observer is male or female or 
belongs to a certain 'racial' or ethnic group, or because he or she dresses or con- 
ducts him- or herself in a particular way What is important here is how the sub- 
jects perceive the observer, how they interpret his or her behaviour, and how they 
behave as a result Where two or more observers are involved, as in many more- 
structured observations, and subjects react differently with different observers, 
then problems of reliability emerge too 

Procedural reactivity occurs when subjects behave differently because they know 
they are being studied or observed. They change their behaviour in response to 
the procedures involved in the process of observation itself This form of reactivity 
is most marked in experiments where subjects are often placed in 'artificial' 
situations and what goes on is deliberately manipulated However, it is eliminated 
altogether in covert research where the subjects are unaware that they are being 
observed Where procedural reactivity is high the ecological validity of the 
observations - the extent to which they can be generalized to other settings - 
will be in doubt 

A second possible threat to validity comes from the inadequacies of the measuring 
instruments used in the observation The preconceived categories of an obser- 
vation schedule may be unsuitable or inadequate for describing the actual nature 
of the behaviour which occurs. They may ignore aspects of behaviour which are 
important given the aims of the research (see my answer to Activity 10, for 
instance), or may force the observer to code behaviour which is significantly dif- 
ferent under the same category As a result, the descriptions produced by the 
observation system may be invalid A number of observers of school classrooms, 
for example, have been concerned to estimate the extent of unequal treatments by 
teachers of children from different social groups (see, for example, Green, 1983, 
French and French, 1984) One research technique has been to count the number 
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